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Author's response to reviews:

Dear Editors, thank you for your latest comments. We have made the requested changes with the following exception.

The editors' formatting comments state "Figure 1 and 2 legends: please insert these legends in a section titled 'Figure legends' after the references.” Unfortunately, we have no means of removing the legend from Figure 1 (the map of Glasgow with GoWell areas shown). It was produced for us by an external organisation and comes in a format we cannot manipulate. However, we think the legends on the image are clear and the map is useful to the article - so we hope you decide that we can retain it. We have removed the title from figure 2 but have not removed any other headings - we don't think the headings really are a 'legend' and we feel that removing or moving them would make the diagram confusing to read.

Besides the requested formatting changes, we have also made one change to the text on page 5 (under the heading GoWell). Here, we written the Programmes title out in full: "The Glasgow Community Health and Wellbeing (GoWell) Research and Learning Programme".
Best wishes, Matt Egan (on behalf of the authors)